March 25, 2020

APAC/AIAC COVID-19 Response: FAQs

We recognize that the changes related to social distancing, site closures, and sheltering in place have been swift and disruptive. The APAC’s decision not to lower our training standards is not a decision taken lightly. However, we are confident through our own experiences as faculty and thorough knowledge of the AMTA Professional Competencies, Standards for Education and Clinical Training, National Roster Internship Guidelines, Scope of Practice, and Code of Ethics that most clinical training snags can be resolved. There is much leeway, particularly in internships, for creativity and personalization of the requirements. Be sure to distinguish between faculty and university-driven expectations and details spelled out in the Standards.

APAC is here to support you in making new learning agreements that are specific to different student situations and learning needs. We encourage you to do what works best for you, and what you feel most comfortable doing in this uncomfortable time. There is no one right way, which is why we have tried to provide a variety of resources—to spark ideas, generate questions, and help you develop the best path forward. We empower you music therapy faculty and clinical supervisors, without changing or lowering the Standards, to make the most of this unprecedented moment in time.

What absolutely DOES NOT count toward clinical hours for practica?

- 3.2.2. Academic course hours that include role-playing or instructing students in music skills, session planning, documentation, and related skills for hypothetical clinical sessions in music therapy may not be utilized as clinical training hours.

What does count is stated in 3.2.8. Clinical training is defined as the entire continuum of supervised field experiences, including observing, assisting, co-leading, leading, and assuming full responsibility for program planning and music therapy treatment implementation with clients. It is recommended that hours of clinical training include both direct client contact and other activities that relate directly to clinical sessions in music therapy. Such experiences also may include time in group and individual supervision of client sessions, session planning, and documentation for clients.

Note to faculty: APAC recognizes the added hustle required to keep students engaged in meaningful work that can accrue hours and keep them on schedule. However, it is not acceptable for pre-internship placements and activities to be the responsibility of the students. Please be the one to communicate and approve activities.

As a reminder, not everyone may need the usual number of “session” times if you adjust your content expectations for this semester. While teaching things like documentation and planning skills do not add to pre-internship clinical hours, such activities in relation to actual clients through archived video and assigned clinical placements for “potential” sessions are not hypothetical. Documenting on recorded sessions, planning new ones for actual clients, developing assessments, etc. all are viable activities.
What absolutely CAN count toward clinical hours for internship?

- Clinical internship content is at the discretion of the faculty in consultation with the internship supervisor and student
  - 3.2.3 Each internship shall be designed or selected to meet the individual needs of the student. This requires joint planning by the academic faculty, the internship supervisor, and the student, as well as continuous communication throughout the student's placement.

Is the level of supervision different for practica than for internship?

- Yes
  - 8.4.10 Online Supervision: Online supervision may be provided for the clinical supervisors along with site visits by the academic faculty. Supervision for the student’s clinical training experiences includes individual supervision of the student by the qualified music therapist at the host site, as well as supervision by the academic faculty. Feedback of the student’s clinical work can be provided to academic faculty through such means as audio-visual media and other forms of technology and telecommunications to evaluate the student's clinical competencies. Please note that the issues related to client confidentiality must be addressed.
  - Pre-internship: 3.2.2 states, “... A qualified, credentialed music therapist must provide direct supervision to the pre-internship student, observing the student for a minimum of 40% of pre-internship clinical sessions.”
  - Internship: Whether National Roster or University Affiliated, all internships are expected to stay “within the standards set by the National Roster Internship Guidelines” (3.2.4). Those Guidelines state, in section 6.1, Supervision includes, but is not limited to, formal and informal observation and interaction in the areas of: direct patient contact, evaluation and documentation, treatment planning, supervision, participation in interdisciplinary didactic sessions, team involvement, participation in training sessions, and staff relationships.
    - 6.1.1 Each intern will receive a minimum of one hour of individual consultation per week with the supervising music therapist.
    - 6.1.2 Each intern will receive an average of four hours per week of observation and constructive feedback with the supervising music therapist.
    - 6.1.3 While group consultation is highly encouraged as an adjunct to individual consultation, it will not replace the requirements of section 6.1.
    - 6.1.4 For internship programs structured at less than 40 hours per week, the hours for supervision, consultation and observation should be adjusted accordingly (for example 30 minutes of weekly consultation per 20 hours per week).

Do archived video sessions “count” for pre-internship hours?

- Yes - how? With specific tasks for student learning - to analyze the music, collect data related to objectives, identify therapist responses, etc. that are appropriate to the level of the student viewing the session.

Do telehealth sessions count?

- Yes, potentially for either pre-internship or internship hours. Be sure that you are in compliance with permissions from both the university and the client/client’s care center before utilizing this practice. See resources posted by AMTA
  https://www.musictherapy.org/about/covid19_resources/

For students who have future practica to complete, can hours simply be made up in following semesters?

- Yes, pre-internship hours may be made up over the course of the student’s time in the clinical sequence of the training program. Please note that for equivalency plus master’s
students, these pre-internship hours are considered prerequisite to the minimum 12 credit
graduate core credits like music therapy theory and advanced clinical work.

- If the program has extra hours designed into the clinical sequence, then hours that are
generally earned in a course or across the sequence may be written off. The requirement
is to complete 180 hours of clinical training prior to starting internship, not a certain
number in each semester or per class.
- These options are at the discretion of the program.

If my school opts for Pass/Fail grading this semester, will we be OK?
- Yes. Please be very clear on revised syllabi about what “passing” means and whether late
  or missing work is acceptable.
- If your program has a higher standard than the AMTA minimum passing expectation and
  moves to a pass/fail system, clarity over what is passing for the school and what is
  passing for the program must be distinguished and a mechanism for feedback to the
  student for transparency should be developed.
- 3.2.9 . . . The student must have received a grade of C- or better in all foundational music therapy courses in order to
  be eligible for internship. The academic institution has the ultimate responsibility to determine whether these
  requirements have been successfully met.

  NOTE: Foundational coursework related to the professional competencies must be completed prior to beginning
  internship. If an academic program chooses to offer coursework concurrent with internship, the course content should
  be integrated with the internship and provide an in-depth examination of topics related to the internship experience.

For interns, if it will not result in hardship, can their time just be extended?
- Yes - if the intern, the site, the supervisor, and the institution are in agreement, this is an
  acceptable option.

  ○ 3.2.6 . . . The internship agreement may also include other pertinent information, such as the length of the
  internship; the student’s work schedule; the supervision plan; role and responsibilities of each party; and
  health, liability, and insurance issues. The content and format of each internship agreement may vary
  according to the situation and parties involved. This internship agreement is required for both the university
  affiliated and AMTA national roster internship programs. These individualized training plans and internship
  agreements are separate and distinct from any affiliation agreements or other legal documents that delineate
  the terms of the relationship between the university and the clinical training site(s).

Can an intern return to their home institution and begin a university-affiliated internship?
- Yes, once the agreements are in place.
- All of the previously accrued hours will transfer; however, the agreement for hours
  remaining may lead to an increased total depending on the student’s needs and abilities in
  relation to the time and tasks remaining for the new site.

For interns where hardship exists, what does APAC recommend for completing their training
hours?
- Training is specific to interns meeting the competencies.
- There is not a required number of hours for face-to-face treatment.
- The requirement for weekly supervision remains in place and will assist the supervisor
  and faculty in assessing a student’s competency and completion of the internship once the
  1200 total hour minimum has been met.
- Intern responsibilities should not be without professional value, but research and writing,
  rep building, inventory lists, closet cleaning, cataloguing, songwriting, reporting on
podcasts, and many other possibilities exist for students and all relate to the AMTA Professional Competencies.

7.1.1 The academic institution and internship site shall take primary responsibility for assuring the quality of their programs, jointly and/or separately. This shall be accomplished by regular, competency-based evaluations of its programs and graduates, by faculty, supervisors, and/or students. Each academic institution and internship program shall develop its own system of evaluation, and shall use the results as the basis for program development, quality assurance, and program change.

Is AMTA aware of how other fields are addressing these concerns?

- Yes. One example is illustrated in this UNC-Chapel Hill Social Work document [https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LwI2i3rWul7dY_jNzVx1s9jW2MBzYBm/view?usp=sharing](https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LwI2i3rWul7dY_jNzVx1s9jW2MBzYBm/view?usp=sharing)

Please note that all responses by APAC are based on the current Standards for Education and Clinical Training (Revised 2018). Any changes to this document require approval by the Assembly of Delegates.

**AIAC FAQ**

Like APAC, the AIAC is here to support the National Roster Internship sites, internship directors, internship supervisors and interns. The National Roster Internship Guidelines remain in place, as is, with the high standards of internship experiences.

Our committee recognizes that the 176 approved sites are facing unique situations that may be out of their control; Administrators asking all interns to leave organizations for a period of time; Universities recalling interns or interns needing to ask for pause in their learning experience.

We believe that all internship directors and supervisors can address the unique contexts they are facing while maintaining a student-centered internship. Please remember that you have AIAC regional representatives available to help you and your interns.

**Can an intern return to their home institution and begin a different National Roster Internship?**

- Yes, per the following National Roster Internship Guideline

  2.6 An intern may elect to resign from the internship with written notification to the Internship Director and Academic Program Director in accordance with university and facility policies and procedures.

It is possible that at a point in the future an intern may need to finish their internship experience somewhere other than where they started. If a student (previous intern) needs to complete their internship at a National Roster Internship site, then the same guidelines apply:

- Yes. The same guidelines apply, with the understanding that the intern consult with the internship director for the best course of action, including following procedures for closure with their clients, and notify their academic advisor.

2.1.2.1 No more than four active applications may be in progress at any one time
2.1.2.2 Once an active application has been withdrawn or declined, another application may be submitted to an additional facility.
2.1.3 Applications may not be submitted more than 12 months prior to the date the applicant will be eligible for internship. Internship Directors must not make acceptance decisions more than one year in advance.
Also, the internship director can give the intern written documentation of the hours the intern has successfully completed, which can be applied to the new placement at the discretion of the internship director.

If an Internship Director needs to extend the internship for a student experiencing a hardship how can the site stay in compliance with the National Roster Internship Guidelines?

- Internship Directors can request an exception to the National Roster Internship Guidelines.

5.0 Instructions for Submitting Exception
5.1 When the National Roster Internship Guidelines cannot be met, an exception request may be initiated by a site which is applying for national roster approval, or as needed by an existing national roster internship site.

5.1.2 Email the exception request to: Jane Creagan, MME, MT-BC at creagan@musictherapy.org.

5.1.3 For exception requests from international sites, email the request in English, to the above address.

5.2 When the exception request is received by National Office, a tracking number will be assigned and the internship director will be notified.

5.3 Additional information and/or clarification of application materials may be requested by the Association Internship Approval Committee.

5.4 When review of request is completed, and approved, the Association Internship Approval Committee chairperson will notify the Internship Director and an official approval letter will be issued by the AMTA Executive Director. Copies will be sent to the Association Internship Approval Committee chairperson, and the Association Internship Approval Committee regional representative.

5.5 If review of request is completed and the exception is NOT approved, the applicant will be notified by the Association Internship Approval Committee chairperson and an official letter will be issued outlining the rationale for the committee’s decision.

For example, if there will be an overlap of three interns at once, the Internship Director can ask for an exception to the Ratio of Qualified Music Therapists to Interns

- 3.0 Ratio of Qualified Music Therapists to Interns

3.1 For each supervising music therapist employed full time, no more than two (2) interns may be in training at any given time. This same ratio applies for those sites with both National Roster approval and University affiliation when interns from both programs are at the site simultaneously.

3.2 For each part-time supervising music therapist, only one (1) intern may be in training at any given time.

If it is necessary to add a supervising music therapist who may not meet the one year of experience at the facility, the Internship Director can ask for an exception to:

- C. Supervising Music Therapist

  1.0 Requirements

  1.1.4 Has one-year experience working in the internship setting

If there is a situation an internship director is concerned MAY occur, contact their regional representative or co-chairs of AIAC. It is impossible to predict what the future holds, so the AIAC strongly encourages internship directors and supervisors to use their ethical thinking and consult with the committee.
Is it possible to re-examine the internship agreement?

- Yes. Re-examining the internship agreement is always a good idea. Used as a communication tool with the intern, it is a helpful means to remind the intern that meeting professional competencies is the ultimate purpose of the internship experience, not meeting hours. Having a realistic conversation may be helpful for the intern to understand what is expected of them moving forward.

In stressful situations, as we find ourselves in now, it is important to remember that sometimes we may find ourselves in an ethical situation.
Please remember that the AIAC has a grievance policy. It is there to protect internship directors, supervisors, interns and academic advisers.
Being an internship director and supervisor means being a “viable role model” (2.1.5) and for 2.1.11 Assuring adequate time to integrate all aspects of the internship. Our committee is here to listen, support, and act.
AMTA ACADEMIC PROGRAM APPROVAL COMMITTEE
2020

SOUTHEAST
Carmen Osburn, MA, MT-BC
Mississippi U. for Women
Department of Music
Columbus, MS 39701
H (662) 327-1926
W (662) 241-7897
Email: ceosburn@muw.edu

MIDWEST
Nicole Jacobs, PhD, MT-BC
800 North Carolina Avenue
Seward, NE 68434
W (402) 643-6191 ext. 7198
Email: Nicole.jacobs@cune.edu

NEW ENGLAND
Heather Wagner, PhD, MT-BC
203 Circlewood Drive
Berlin, CT 06037
H-(860) 828-4616
W-(860) 550-4884
Email: heatherwagner.mtbc@gmail.com

WEST
Christine Korb, MM, MT-BC
Pacific University
2043 College Way
Forest Grove, OR 97116
H&W (503) 490-1922
*Email#1: korb8047@pacificu.edu
Email #2- mtaire@aol.com

GREAT LAKES
Carol Olszewski, MA, MT-BC
Cleveland State University
School of Music
2121 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
W (440) 826-3176
Fax (440) 826-2007
Email: e.a.olszewski@csuohio.edu

MID-ATLANTIC
Suzanne Sorel, DA, LCAT, MT-BC
Molloy College
Music Department
1000 Hempstead Ave-
P.O. Box 5002
Rockville Centre, NY 11571-5002
H: (212) 923-0474
W: (516) 223-3322
Email: ssorel@molloy.edu

SOUTHWEST
Melissa Heffner, MM, MT-BC
521 E. Windsor Dr. Apt 67
Denton, TX 76209
M- (509) 948-1032
Email: m.e.heffner@hotmail.com

AT- LARGE
Alejandra Ferrer, PhD, MT-BC
Belmont University
School of Music
1900 Belmont Road
Nashville, TN 37212-3757
H (615) 346-3027
W (615) 460-6408
alejandra.ferrer@belmont.edu

AT- LARGE
Chih-Chen Sophia Lee, PhD, MT-BC
Southwest Oklahoma State University
Department of Music
100 Campus Drive
Weatherford, OK 73096
W: (580) 774-3218
Email: Sophia.lee@swosu.edu
AT-LARGE
Laura Brown, PhD, MT-BC
Ohio University
School of Music
440 Music Building
Athens, OH 45701
W (740) 593-4234
BrownL5@ohio.edu

Betsey King, PhD, MT-BC
Nazareth College
4245 East Ave.
Rochester, NY 14618
H (585) 413-0270
W (585) 389-2724
Email: bking2@naz.edu

AT-LARGE
Maureen Hearns, PhD, MT-BC
Utah State University
Music Therapy Program
4015 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT 84322-4015
W: (435) 797-3009
Email: Maureen.Hearns@usu.edu

Rebecca Engen, PhD, MT-BC
Alverno College
3400 South 43rd Street
P.O. Box 343922
Milwaukee, WI 53234-3922
M -(704) 651-0348-
Email becky.engen@alverno.edu

Michael Zanders, PhD, MT-BC
Temple University
E. Boyer College of Music
2001 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
H (484) 686-1623
Email:mzanders@temple.edu

AMTA ASSOCIATION INTERNSHIP APPROVAL COMMITTEE
2020

SOUTHWESTERN
Della Molloy-Daugherty, PhD, MT-BC
Dell Children’s Medical Center
4900 Mueller Blvd.
Austin, TX 78756
Work- (512) 324-0000 ext. 87577
Fax-(512) 324-0774
Email: Drdella.mtbc@gmail.com

Kim Hawkins, MS, MT-BC
1588 Hawk Court NE
Solon, IA 52333
W- 319-353-8568
Email: Kimberly-hawkins@uiowa.edu

Kay Luedtke-Smith, MT-BC
3254 Eldorado Trail W.
Minnetonka, MN 55305
H (952) 938-4367
Email: kaysmith3254@gmail.com

Susan Glaspell, MT-BC
58 Main Street
Walkersville, MD 21793
W- (410) 970-7188
H- (301) 845-1254
Email: susan.glaspell@maryland.gov

MID-ATLANTIC
Chrissy Watson, MT-BC
63 Birdsong Cv
Jackson, TN 38305
W: (731) 554-5148
M: (914) 274-8070
Email: chrissy.watson@star-center.org

NEW ENGLAND
Brian Jantz, MM, MT-BC
93 Colonial Avenue
Cranston, RI 02910
H (617) 448-1186
W (857) 218-6070
Email: bjantz@berklee.edu
WESTERN
Manal Toppozada, MA, LPMT, MT-BC
Note-Able Music Therapy Services
P.O. Box 428
Sparks, NV 89432
H (775) 843-9516
W (775) 324-5521
Email: manal@nmtsreno.org

CO-CHAIRPERSON
Eve Montague, MSM, MT-BC
P.O. Box 138
175 School Street
Bryantville, MA 02327
H (781) 293-3926
W (781) 934-2731 ext. 20
Email evemontague@verizon.net

CO-CHAIRPERSON
Lauren DiMaio, PhD, MT-BC
2220 Lancaster Drive NW
Roanoke, VA 24017
H & W (704)-977-7427
Email: ldimaio3@radford.edu